Agenda

SAA Council report - Tim Pyatt
OCLC Research report - Ricky Erway
Program Committee report - Sharmila Bhatia
Welcome to our new officers
ERS Blog
ERS Unconference
Previous Steering Committee Members

● Cynthia Ghering

● Kelly Eubank

● Sam Meister - web liaison
New ERS Officers

- Dan Noonan, Vice Chair/Chair-Elect
- Becky Schulte, Steering Committee
- Lawrence Giffin, Steering Committee
- Anne Graham, Web Liaison
ERS Blog

Purpose

Content

Name and Logo
-BloggERS!
ERS Unconference

Dan Noonan
Do things being born digital allow us to collect items we would not have previously?

Glen McAninch
Big Data: What are the archives and records management issues associated with these records?

Nat Wilson
Descriptive metadata created by the archivist: how sustainable is this method for the future of electronic records?

John Rees
PII identification and remediation.